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ART OF REDEEMED THINKING 
THE PRACTICE OF GODLINESS 

As nothing is more easy than to think, 
so nothing is more difficult than to think well. 

—THOMAS TRAHERNE 

 

 

Loving is more an art than a science, and it is the mind that works love. In other words, 
loving is linked to the art of thinking. Indeed, thinking is an art intended to be pleasing to 
the heart of God. Just as art cannot be reduced to mechanics, so loving cannot be reduced to 
mere discipline. Loving God involves appetites and cravings, realities that are more 
powerful than reason. While mathematics is involved in the making of beauty, creativity is 
the genius of art. So it is with redeemed thinking, discipline is necessary and can help to 
train and strengthen healthy habits of the mind but the genius of loving God falls to the art 
of the heart. 

The artist is more delighted with beauty than function; and we are called to be artists 
of thought. Each one of us paints on the canvas of our lives, selecting various brushes and 
colors with various placements and strokes of thought. Do we think for beauty? Do we think 
for glory? Are we more pragmatic than artistic with our minds? Are we more concerned 
about function than glory? Is our approach to the mind all too mechanical? True art is 
impossible for machines. To be sure, they can be programmed to produce marvelous works 
of art, but machines are just instruments, they are not themselves creative. They have no 
cravings, desires, or appreciation for beauty and glory. You, on the other hand, are not a 
machine, and the discipline of the mind is not a mere program. You were created in the 
image of God for glory, beauty and joy, to desire good and delight in God. If your faith could 
be performed by a droid, you are not redeemed. 

Because eternal life begins immediately upon the regeneration of the repentantly 
believing heart, unlearning the patterns of worldly thinking and learning the art of 
redeemed thinking is immediately possible and necessary for every redeemed mind. The 
discipline of the mind is God’s call for us to steward all that we have in Christ with the 
artistic aim of glorifying and enjoying Him forever. 
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CENTRAL TO THE CHRISTIAN LIFE 

Thinking is central to all of life. It is directly linked to fulfilling and being fulfilled in 
our purpose as God’s creatures. So central is thinking that we may say: 

The one who thinks not, believes not. 
The one who thinks not, knows not. 
The one who thinks not, loves not. 
The one who thinks not, enjoys not. 
The one who thinks not, worships not. 

Living and thinking are not formal equivalents, but we must not presume that we can 
rightly exercise the one without the other. There is no right living apart from right 
thinking. In the final analysis, poor thinking means poor living. 

MIND THE MIND 

The most celebrated feature of human life is thought. It is the definitive mark of 
intelligent existence. More importantly, all thought is owing to God and is intended to 
glorify Him. Thought is the chief instrument by which the intelligent creature relates to his 
Creator. Indeed, God is the ground and goal of all thought. But tragically, even among 
professed worshippers of God, this most precious of human faculties is all too often left to 
itself without training and unguarded from destructive influences. 

I was never taught how to think. The art of thinking was not a subject of discussion in 
all of my formal education, nor did the concept ever enter my mind. I naturally assumed, as 
I suspect most do, that thinking was an autonomic process, intrinsic and somewhat 
immutable in nature. Much like the beating of my heart, which is vital to my bodily life, so 
(I assumed) was the thinking of my mind. To be sure, thinking is vital to responsible 
human living, but it was altogether something mundane to me. I suppose no conscious 
command over the beating of my heart, and certainly perceive no personal responsibility 
over its rhythm and pattern. This, I assumed, was the same with the thinking of my mind. 
These processes are the fixed mechanics that enable life but are not life itself, or so goes the 
assumption. 

I never conceived of thinking as a reflexive activity. By reflexive I mean that it is 
something that we do to ourselves. At first, thinking appears as an entirely transitive 
process—as something we do concerning something else. But, according to Scripture, 
thinking does not only involve other objects, nor is it something that merely happens to us, 
but rather thinking affects both the subject and object. Thinking shapes the thinker. It is 
not merely something we do, what we think about and the way that we think about it 
influences thinking itself, which shapes who we become. In other words, the content and 
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character of our thinking constantly influences and habituates us for godliness or 
sinfulness.  

Thinking is a powerful tool—dynamic and reflexive. While the mind is reasoning, 
contemplating, planning, learning, meditating, enjoying, deciding, desiring, convicting, 
justifying, etc., it is working on itself, developing and strengthening thought-patterns, and 
unwittingly (somewhat autodidactically) sharpening or dulling itself. But this is not often 
understood or discussed, nor is it commonly factored in our understanding of sanctification. 
For instance, I never realized the influence that my thinking had on my thinking—which in 
turn formed who I am as a person. Thinking was the standard tool that I used to get at life. 
It was obvious that I was responsible for the things that I did and even the way that I 
viewed things, but responsibility was never clearly turned back onto my thinking. I never 
realized that I was responsible not only for how I used the tool, but I was responsible for 
shaping the tool itself. In this way, thinking is reflexive. We are capable of and responsible 
for overseeing our thinking not only to process life, but to shape and refine our processor. 
Unlike my autonomic heartbeat, I can consciously control how I think, what I think about, 
and the way and depth with which I engage my mind.1 Like our heartbeat, thinking is a 
necessity that we cannot do without. But unlike our heartbeat, God calls us to be 
responsible over our thoughts and thus to concern ourselves with the very way we think. 
We are called to be good stewards over our minds by learning and practicing the art of 
redeemed thinking to the glory of God. 

. . . 

Several biblical principles for developing the art of redeemed thinking follow. These 
concepts build on what has been discussed up to this point. Here, we set out to go beyond 
guarding the redeemed mind and cultivating godly habits of the heart to consider more 
particularly a few God-centered dynamics of thinking. 

PRINCIPLE #1: GLORIFY GOD 

The chief end of man is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever—and this is chiefly 
realized and borne in the mind. Thinking exists is for the glory of God. If human life exists 
supremely for the glory of God, then surely the spring of that life must also. If the glory of 
God is our chief end, and thinking is our chief means of reaching any end, then the glory of 
God must be the chief end of our thinking; otherwise our Christianity is disingenuous, our 
worship is superficial, our morality is forced, we do not live by faith, and we are hypocrites. 

                                                 
1 We grant that no one can fully know the circumstances that attend another’s mind, and that there may be organically related brain 

conditions that pose hindrances to thought control, perception, or expression. We also acknowledge that many are more 
capable than will be admitted. These principles are aimed at every regenerate mind capable of understanding and applying 
them. 
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God has created thinking for His glory. If we reason a fortiori (from the lesser to the 
greater) this comes into clearer view. If the heavens—which display unintelligent, amoral, 
and inorganic elements—were created to declare the glory of God, then how much more the 
human mind? If a relatively simple arrangement of inanimate matter was created to glorify 
its Creator, how much more was the mind of a thinking, deciding, feeling, and desiring 
human being created to glorify its Creator? If things which inherently cannot worship God 
glorify Him then how much more the human being? How much more one endowed with a 
mind that has the capacity to know, fear, love, and worship God? The Lord Jesus said, “Are 
not two sparrows sold for a penny? And not one of them will fall to the ground apart from 
your Father. But even the hairs of your head are all numbered. Fear not, therefore; you are 
of more value than many sparrows” (Matthew 10:29–31). Even the birds of the air, which 
cannot sin against God, are not nearly as valuable as a human being—though sinful. We 
might note at this point that the chief distinction between us the animal kingdom is found 
supremely in no other feature of our being than the mind. Reflecting on these realities, 
John Calvin writes, 

God the Creator, the most perfect and excellent Maker of all things, who had already shown 
himself more than admirable in their creation, made man as his masterpiece, to surpass all 
other creatures. Man is endowed with a singular excellence, for God formed him in his own 
image and likeness, in which we see a bright refulgence of God’s glory. [Yet man was 
intended] not to seek his glory in himself, but knowing that all good things come from 
above, always to turn his mind on high and to glorify the one and only God to whom belongs 
the praise.2 

We were created as thinking creatures to intelligently glorify God—to worship Him in 
love with all our minds. This first principle in the art of redeemed thinking is perhaps 
stating the obvious. But we must not pass over it too quickly or think about it too lightly. 
The point is very significant. Owning this basic principle should be felt as nothing short of 
revolutionary. It represents a fundamental shift from (self) man-centered thinking to God-
centered thinking. Here you are confronted with the fact that the most private part of you is 
not yours to do with as you please, it belongs to God; both by right of creation and 
redemption. Once the weight of this concept presses down upon the believing heart, a new 
consciousness is born. We become increasingly sensible to God in our thinking. Like David, 
a deeper awareness is awakened in our conscience, crying out to the Lord, “Behold, you 
delight in truth in the inward being, and you teach me wisdom in the secret heart” (Psalms 
51:6). God delights in wholesome, righteous, and God-exalting truth in the “inward being” 
or invisible inner person—our mind; indeed, this is where God’s Spirit applies God’s word to 
produce godly wisdom in the “secret heart” or the most unknown and private part of us—
our mind.  

                                                 
2 Joseph Haroutunian and Louise Pettibone Smith, Calvin: Commentaries (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1958), 58. 
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So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do,  
do all to the glory of God. 

1 Corinthians 10:31 

This verse is fundamentally about thinking, not eating or drinking. Notice that this 
command does not determine if we eat or not, it simply calls us to eat in a certain way—
with an aim, a purpose, a goal. The mechanics of eating and drinking are not in view here. 
It has everything to do with the mind and its role in serving God through faith. It is 
essentially a call to intentionally employ the mind to honor God in all that you do; to think 
a certain way throughout your day and even as you engage in the most mundane tasks of 
daily living. Thomas Manton says, “It must not be a thing done now and then, but entirely 
and universally; you must glorify God with all your faculties of mind and body.”3 Again, the 
point is not what the body does or does not do when eating or drinking, it is what the mind 
does or does not do when eating or drinking. To “do all to the glory of God” is a call for the 
art of redeemed thinking. 

And whatever you do, in word or deed,  
do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus,  
giving thanks to God the Father through him. 

Colossians 3:17 

The supremacy of Christ in redeemed thinking dominates the whole book of Colossians. 
Paul begins the book by praying that the redeemed “be filled with the knowledge of His 
will” (1:9) so as to think and live “in a manner worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to Him” 
(1:10). Redemption in Christ should result in both “bearing fruit in every good work and 
increasing in the knowledge of God” (1:10). The fruit is the produce of the Holy Spirit (Gal 
5:22-23) through a yielding life marked by a redeemed mind that is increasing in the 
knowledge of God. Paul’s prayer petitions for powerful strength, endurance, and patience 
with joy in the inner person (1:11), such that the redeemed mind would organically give 
unprompted thanks to God (1:12). He then rehearses the riches of the gospel (1:12-20), 
noting that for the redeemed mind, Christ is to be preeminent in everything (1:18). Though 
the redeemed “once were alienated and hostile in mind” (1:21), they have now been 
reconciled through Christ (1:22) and given the gift of faith to continue steadfastly through 
the gospel (1:23). The art of redeemed thinking pervades this passage. It is the practice of 
rehearsing the gospel by faith in the mind. It is thinking on and through the preeminence of 
Christ. Indeed, He is to be before all our thoughts; in quality, He is to have highest rank in 
all our thoughts. This does not happen automatically or mechanically.  

  

                                                 
3 Thomas Manton, The Complete Works of Thomas Manton, vol. 20 (London: James Nisbet & Co., 1874), 327. 
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I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present your 
bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God,  

which is your spiritual worship. 
Romans 12:1 

As Cranfield notes, this introductory passage is the key to understanding the entire 
application section of Romans, and what it teaches is profound. In the wake of doxology—
“For from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory forever. Amen” 
(Romans 11:36)—we are to continually offer ourselves holistically to God, in the very act of 
living, as our ‘spiritual’ or ‘reasonable’ or ‘intelligent’ service of worship. The word rendered 
‘spiritual’ comes from the Greek word logikos, from which we get ‘logic’. It commonly refers 
to that which is rational or reasonable. It belongs to the sphere of the mind and spirit, and 
in this way means ‘spiritual’ (see also 1 Peter 2:2).4 When this is combined with the next 
verse, the point becomes even clearer. What we do with the gospel in our minds and what 
we do with our minds in light of the gospel is directly linked to the quality and depth of our 
worship to God, especially while sojourning in this world. As modeled in this passage, the 
whole business of living in light of the gospel is supremely about worship. Our minds were 
created to glorify God, and even more, our minds were redeemed to glorify God.  

It is striking that Romans opened with a picture of mankind suppressing the truth in 
unrighteousness (1:18). Despite abundant evidence, “they did not honor him as God or give 
thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish hearts were 
darkened. Claiming to be wise, they became fools, and exchanged the glory of the immortal 
God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals and creeping things. 
Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts” (1:21-24). God created minds to 
honor Him. Thinking that does not honor God or give thanks, but instead glorifies created 
things is futile and corrupt. Redeemed people ought not to think in step with debased 
minds that do not see fit to acknowledge God (1:28). Glorifying God in thinking should be 
the trait of the redeemed. This passage reminds us that the mind and its thinking exist to 
glorify God, and this is the first principle in the art of redeemed thinking. 

  

                                                 
4 See Friberg. 
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PRINCIPLE #2: RENEW YOUR MIND 

Our manner of thinking is not to be determined by this world. The concern here is not 
first one of content. The emphasis stresses the pattern, manner, or form of thought. The call 
is to transformation, not change of information. Godly thinking is not merely a matter of 
thinking about spiritual things, but rather the way in which we think about everything. 

 Romans 12:2 — Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the ___________ 
 
________________________________ 

 Ephesians 4:17, 22-23 — Now this I say and testify in the Lord, that you must no longer 
walk as the Gentiles do, in the futility of their minds. … [but] put off your old self, which 
belongs to your former manner of life and is corrupt through deceitful desires,  
 
and to be _______________________________________________________________________. 

 Colossians 3:10 - Put on the new self, which is being ____________________ in knowledge 
after the image of its creator. 

 Psalm 51:10 - Create in me a clean heart, O God, and ________________ a right spirit 
within me. 

 2 Corinthians 4:16 - So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, our  
 
inner self is being _____________________ day by day. 

PRINCIPLE #3: APPROVE WHAT IS EXCELLENT 

 Romans 12:2 — Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of  
 
your mind, that by testing you may ________________ what is the will of God, what is good 
and acceptable and perfect. 

 Philippians 1:9–11 — And it is my prayer that your love may abound more and more,  
 
with knowledge and all discernment, so that you may ______________________ what is 
excellent, and so be pure and blameless for the day of Christ, filled with the fruit of 
righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God. 

 Philippians 4:8 — Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is 
just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any 
 
excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, _______________________________________. 
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PRINCIPLE #4: DELIGHT IN CHRIST 

Worship is the highest service the human being can offer, and it touches on the 
greatest fulfillment the human being can experience. Our joy is linked to the occupation of 
our minds and the satisfaction we derive from what we think upon. 

Reason and scripture tell us the end of man is to glorify and enjoy God, the obtaining 
whereof makes him perfectly happy, and the missing of it perfectly miserable. This is a 
fundamental truth upon which the whole fabric of man’s duty and felicity is built. Without 
this foundation, our faith presently sinks. If the clearness of this principle be obscured, we 
shall wander from the way of eternal life, and not only lose the way, but the remembrance 
and desire of it.5 

The mind is the most powerful element of human life and is essential to loving and 
enjoying God. Our most pressing weakness is that we put forth very little effort to think in 
a manner that leads to and expresses love to God. We will not know joy without the mind, 
and cannot delight ourselves in the Lord without the art of redeemed thinking. There is no 
substitute for redeemed thinking. 

 1 Chronicles 16:10 - Glory in his holy name; let the hearts of those who seek the LORD  
 
__________________________! 

 Psalm 37:4 - __________________________________ in the LORD, and he will give you the 
desires of your heart. 

 Psalm 32:11 - Be _______________ in the LORD, and ______________________, O righteous, 
and shout for joy, all you upright in heart! 

Here we notice that a pleasing thought-life is the outcome of a pleasing relationship 
with God. 

These ultimately point to the art of redeemed thinking. They cannot be realized apart 
from a living love-compelled engagement of the redeemed mind. 

                                                 
5 William Bates, The Whole Works of the Revelation (Harrisonburg, VA: Sprinkle Publications, 1990), 3:464. 


